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Chapter 51 Estie Has Gone Missing It was the weekend the next day, and the boys did 
not need to go to kindergarten. Rosalie had planned to take them to the research 
institute. As she was just getting ready to head out, she heard the doorbell ring. Rosalie 
only thought that Mary had come over, so she got up to open the door. When she saw 
the person standing at the door, Rosalie’s brows suddenly knitted together.” Estie? Why 
are you here?” 

With that, she subconsciously looked up and around, thinking that Byron would be 
waiting in the distance. 

Unexpectedly, there was no other figure at the door except for Estie after she looked 
around. 

Rosalie retracted her gaze. She crouched down and looked into the little girl‘s eyes. 
“Tell me, how did you get here? Did your daddy send you here?” Based on Byron‘s 
attitude toward her at the kindergarten yesterday, it was highly unlikely that he would let 
Estie come find her. 

Rosalie could only think of this possibility at present, however. 

Estie was wearing a white dress and carrying the small school bag she had at the 
kindergarten yesterday. Hearing what she said, she turned around, fished out a small 
book from the school bag, and wrote on it. (I came by myself.] Rosalie was stunned. “By 
yourself? How did you find this place?” Estie wrote in the book again. [I took the taxi 
here myself.] 

Rosalie was still a little doubtful. After repeated confirmation that there really was no 
one else around, she had to believe her. 

Byron‘s daughter had taken a taxi to her home early in the morning. 

This situation was really giving her a slight headache. “Then, why did you come to look 
for me?” She suppressed the complicated emotions in her heart and asked softly. [I 
want to be friends with the brothers, so I came to play with them. Is that okay?] Estie 
held up the book and looked at her expectantly. 

Just because of this? 

Rosalie did not know how to react for a moment. The boys‘ teacher had said yesterday 
that this little girl was really clingy when it came to them. Unexpectedly, the girl actually 
dared take the taxi alone just to come here and play with them. 



Clapte ! Etie Has Gone Missing 

Not to mention, she could not even speak. If she had bumped into bad people on the 
road… Rosalie did not dare imagine at all what would have happened. “Mommy?” 
Lucian and Nox had waited inside for a long time but did not see their mommy coming 
back in. They came out to look curiously. Seeing the person at the door, the two little 
boys‘ reaction was the same as that of Rosalie‘s just now. “Why are you here?” Estie 
was just about to write in her notebook when Rosalie turned around and explained on 
her behalf, “This little girl wanted to come play with you guys.” Hearing this, Lucian 
looked around suspiciously. He thought he would see Daddy, but there was no trace of 
an adult figure around. “How did she get here?” Lucian retracted his gaze and asked his 
mommy. Rosalie replied helplessly, “She took the taxi here herself.” Even when she 
said it, she could not believe it. The two little ones had no doubt, however. Nox looked 
at Estie who was at the door with a surprised expression on his face. “Did you come 
here by yourself? Did you run away from home again?” If memory served them right, 
Estie had also run away from home when they met for the first time! 

Estie did not find her actions to be anything weird and just nodded at them. Seeing her 
calm expression, the two boys looked at each other somewhat speechlessly. This girl 
that Daddy had brought up… Why did she run away from home so often? Also, why did 
she always run to their home? 

At the same time, in Lawrence Corporation president‘s office. 

Byron was going through his work when suddenly, his personal phone that was by his 
hand rang. The moment the call connected, the housekeeper’s anxious voice sounded. 
“Master, the little lady has gone missing again!” 
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Chapter 52 Wanted To See You Byron stopped working abruptly. “I‘ll head back right 
away!” 

He hung up the call and hurried back to Lawrence Manor without stopping. 

“What happened? How did she go missing when there were so many of you watching?” 
Back at the villa, Byron asked in a deep voice. 

The servants stood in the living room fearfully. Under the pressure of his anger, they 
were afraid to look up. 



The housekeeper spoke carefully, “We aren‘t sure ourselves… The little lady returned to 
her room after having breakfast this morning. Mrs. Zora went up to look for her but 
found that she already disappeared.” – Byron frowned. “What about surveillance?” 

The housekeeper mourned. “Master, I‘m not sure when… the monitors were switched 
off. We just happen to not have surveillance from this morning.” 

Hearing this, Byron‘s expression sank abruptly. 

The living room was silent. 

Everyone lowered their heads in fear, wanting very much to hide within the cracks in the 
ground. 

Who would have thought that the little lady would go missing twice within in such a short 
period of time, not to mention it happened right under their noses! 

If anything were to happen to the little lady, they likely would not have to clock in 
anymore… 

Byron raised his gaze and noticed that the bodyguards that he had assigned to take 
care of Estie were also standing in the crowd. At that moment, he was pissed. “Why are 
you still standing here instead of searching for her? If you can‘t find her, you‘re all fired!” 

The moment he said that, the people hurriedly responded. They turned around and 
stepped out of the villa quickly without daring to lift their heads. 

Rosalie looked at the little girl in front of her, somewhat troubled. 

It was getting late. She should already be working in the research institute with the boys 
now, but this little girl‘s appearance had thrown a wrench in her plan. 

Moreover, the little girl even took a taxi by herself. She could not possibly let her go 
back by herself. 

After a while, Rosalie internally sighed. She got up and made way for her to enter the 
house.” Come in.” 
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Chapter 53 I Like You Too 



Rosalie searched for Byron’s number from her contact list. 

She had deliberately saved Estie‘s father‘s phone number, afraid that she might miss a 
call from him when Estie had gone missing the last time. Looking at the remark now, it 
was still simply named ‘A’. After changing it to ‘Byron Lawrence’, Rosalie rang his 
number. On the other side, Byron was getting ready to drive out in search of Estie when 
his phone suddenly rang. Looking at the caller ID, the man‘s eyes narrowed slightly 
before he raised his hand to answer the call. 

“It‘s me.” Rosalie’s voice came from the other end. 

Thinking of the trick that the woman had played to avoid him the last time, Byron 
snorted coldly in his heart. His tone was also cold. “What is it?” 

Rosalie glanced at the little girl beside her. If it were not for Estie’s sake, she probably 
would have hung up immediately after hearing his tone! “Estie came to me early this 
morning. If you’re free, come on over and pick her up. Or you can tell me the address 
and I can send her back.” Hearing this, Byron frowned slightly. “Give me the address.” 
Rosalie said, “No.32, Empire Court.” He hung up the call immediately after she said 
that. 

Looking at the darkened mobile phone screen, Rosalie secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 
She turned back to the little girl and said, “Your father will come to pick you up right 
away. You should go back with him later, okay?” Estie nodded obediently, but internally, 
she was scheming. She had a hard time staying with the beautiful lady and did not want 
to leave so soon. It was just that her daddy was coming soon. What could she do to 
stay longer? On one side, Lucian saw through what she was thinking at a glance and 
grabbed her arm cruelly. “Your father hates my mommy, so I won’t let you stay here 
anymore. I advise you to give up!” Hearing this, Estie‘s eyes dimmed slightly. Her father 
indeed did not like the beautiful lady and had quarreled with her in front of her. 

However, she liked the beautiful lady! 

It was because of this that she ran out of her home early in the morning. She did not 
know why, but she really liked the beautiful lady. 

Chapter 531 ike You Too 

Although they had not spent much time together, she liked the beautiful lady more than 
Mrs. Zora who took care of her every day! Right! Estie‘s eyes lit up again. She had 
brought a gift for the beautiful lady and the brothers when she ran off this morning! 
Thinking of this, Estie jumped off the sofa and dug through her small backpack. Taking 
a small and delicate crystal ball, she walked to Rosalie with both hands in front of her. 
Rosalie looked at her, puzzled. Estie handed it toward her again, her big eyes filled with 
expectation. 



Seeing this, Rosalie hesitated to accept it. “Is this… for me?” 

Estie nodded and wrote in the small notebook: (For you. It‘s beautiful like you!] 

Rosalie could not help laughing as she caressed her head. “Thank you, Estie. I like you 
very much too.” 

Lucian and Nox did not expect the little girl to have also brought gifts. They jumped off 
the sofa one after another and asked, “Does only Mommy have a gift? Do we have 
any?” Estie smiled and nodded. She dug through her small backpack for a while. After 
that, she fished out two race car model figures that could transform and walked over to 
the two brothers with her small short legs. Seeing the things in her hand, the two boys‘ 
eyes suddenly brightened. They had liked playing with these kinds of things since they 
were young, and Mommy often bought them for them. They had been interested in 
these two transformable race car model kits for some time but they were quite 
expensive. They had not been able to find a suitable reason for their mommy to buy 
them for them. Now, the little girl had given them to them. 

Moreover, the two little guys could confirm that what she had in her hands was 
absolutely authentic! 

Chapter 54 Does It Still Hurt? 

The two boys had had a pretty good upbringing and knew that these two model figures 
were expensive. Although they liked them, they shook their heads at the little girl. 
“They‘re too expensive. We can‘t accept them.” 

Estie tilted her head. She put the model figures beside them, then turned around and 
wrote in the small notebook: [Give it to brothers. Thanks. Help.] Nox looked at the small 
notebook she was holding, confused. This little girl had not written a complete sentence. 
How were they to know what she was trying to say? Lucian was a little confused at first 
but he soon understood. “Do you want to thank us for helping you that day?” 

Estie nodded firmly. She put the small notebook aside and handed the model figures 
over to them again. 

When Rosalie heard what her son said, she recalled that the kindergarten teacher 
seemed to have mentioned that Lucian and Nox had protected Estie the other day. 

It was just that, what sort of conflicts would occur between children? 

Looking at Estie, it seemed that she really took Lucian and Nox‘s help seriously. 

“What happened that day?” Rosalie could not help asking. 



Lucian said, “A classmate pushed her and hurt her. I told Nox to ask that classmate to 
apologize to her and then take her to the teacher.” 

Rosalie nodded, understanding the situation now. “Mommy, can we keep them?” 
Seeing the little girl holding the model figures in her hand the entire time, Lucian felt a 
little sorry. 

Rosalie agreed with a smile. “Take them. You guys can also give your own things to 
her.” 

Hearing their mommy‘s words, the two boys reached out and accepted the model 
figures from Estie. They did not forget to say to her, “Thank you, Little Sister. Wait for us 
for a bit. We’ll find you a gift!” 

With that, they trotted back upstairs with the model figures in their hands to search their 
room for a gift that they wanted to give back to the little girl. 

Only Rosalie and Estie were left in the living room. 

Seeing the little girl‘s obedient appearance, Rosalie could not help but care for her. “Are 
you still hurt from the fall the other day?” Hearing this, Estie walked to her and raised 
the hand she injured that day to show her. 

There was only a bruise on the little girl‘s white hand. 

Rosalie frowned. She was distressed as she took the little girl‘s hand and carefully 
checked it. 
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Chapter 54 Does It Still Hurt? 

After confirming that it was just a light injury, she was relieved. “Have you put medicine 
on it? 

Estie hesitated for a few seconds before shaking her head innocently when she saw the 
beautiful lady‘s concern. Rosalie felt even more distressed. 

The injury was so obvious that Byron could not have missed it. He did not actually even 
think to give the little girl some medicine. 



She then thought about how the little girl had been running away from home every once 
in a while. 

Rosalie roasted Byron that he was too incompetent as a father! Estie did not even know 
that her daddy was being criticized to hell. She just looked at the beautiful lady in front 
of her expectantly. She said she had not put any medicine on it, which meant that the 
beautiful lady would do it for her, right? Noticing the little girl‘s gaze, Rosalie came back 
to her senses. Caressing the bruise on the little girl‘s hand, she said softly, “Wait for me 
here. I‘ll get the medical kit and put some medicine on you.” Estie‘s eyes shone slightly 
as she nodded vigorously. Seeing the little girl like this, Rosalie melted into a soft mess. 
She got up and fetched the medical kit before rubbing some medicine on the little girl‘s 
bruise carefully. 

Whether it was because she was a doctor or a woman, she was much more careful 
than Byron. Her strength was just right. “Does it hurt?” She kneaded the area while 
watching the little girl‘s reaction with concern. 

Estie shook her head as she looked down at the beautiful lady rubbing her injured hand. 

Her hands were also beautiful. 

Moreover, her movements were much lighter than Daddy‘s. She felt no pain at all. She 
liked the beautiful lady even more! 
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Chapter 55 

nusual-looking dolls in their arms. “We bought them with our own pocket money. 
They’re for you.” 

The two little dolls were hideously adorable, and they did not suit Estie at all. 

However, it was the first time Estie received a gift from her peers, and it was from the 
two little brothers she liked very much. Hence, she took them without hesitation. Holding 
the two ugly dolls with more force than when she held the model figures before, her face 
was filled with joy. 

After a while, Estie put down the dolls after she was done carrying them and wrote a big 
thank you’ on the small notebook. She held the book up to the two little brothers with a 
soft smile. 



It was also the first time Lucian and Nox saw the little girl smile like this. 

They were previously against her because she was the child of their daddy with another 
woman. 

Seeing Estie smiling so cutely now, however, the two little guys felt as if their hearts had 
been struck. They looked at each other and scratched their heads with some 
embarrassment. 

Their half-sister was really cute! 

They probably should not hate her anymore… 

On one side, Rosalie looked at the interaction between the three and her heart 
softened. She caressed Estie’s head and said to her boys, “Bring her up to go play for a 
bit. I’m going to make a call to inform the research institute that we’ll only be heading 
over a little later today. I just applied medicine on her hand, so you guys have to be 
careful.” 

The two nodded their heads obediently. 

Seeing this, Rosalie got up, went upstairs, and made the call. 

“Shall we play Lego?” The two little guys did not know what girls liked to play, so they 
could only invite Estie to play with them what they usually played. 

Estie’s eyes shone as she nodded without hesitation. 

She did not make a mistake today. The beautiful lady had put medicine on her 
personally, not to mention the two brothers also took the initiative to invite her to play 
together! 

Since Lucian’s and Nox’s IQs were much higher than that of normal children, what 
Rosalie had bought them were Lego bricks for adults. The finished product was huge 
and was already half built now. 

“You can watch how we do it first if you don’t know how to,” Lucian said thoughtfully. 
Estie nodded. She watched them carefully as they put some blocks together and sat 
down on 
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Chapter 56 Did Not Want To Go Back Byron put his thoughts away and followed Lucian 
into the villa. 

The moment he entered the door, he saw Estie sitting on the carpet in the living room, 
playing with Lego blocks with single–hearted devotion. Next to her, there was a little boy 
who looked exactly like the child who had opened the door for him. 

They were obviously the twins. 

Byron’s eyes were dim. He swept his gaze around the living room while trying not to 
look at the two children. 

He did not see Rosalie‘s figure. 

“Your daddy is here.” After coming in, Lucian went straight to Estie. His friendly attitude 
from before had changed as he called her coldly. 

Hearing these words, Estie stopped slowly and looked up at Byron who was standing 
not far away. 

With just one look, she immediately withdrew her gaze reluctantly. She lowered her 
head to write in the notebook. 

The eyes of the remaining three in the living room were all on Estie. 

Lucian and Nox were also unwilling to part with the little girl, but since her daddy was 
here, they had no reason to let her stay. 

Byron could guess what the little girl was going to write and frowned slightly. Not long 
after, Estie raised the small notebook. [I don‘t want to go back yet.] It was actually not 
what he expected. 

Byron frowned deeper, and his tone was also a little harsh. “Estie, you didn‘t even greet 
me, and you ran away from home without authorization. Don‘t you think you should give 
me an explanation? This is the second time this month. Why on earth did you run away 
from home?” 

Estie looked at him stubbornly, then lowered her head to write in the notebook. (I like 
the beautiful lady and this pair of brothers. I want to be friends with them!] 

Reading her answer, a flash of mockery flashed through Byron‘s heart. He glanced at 
the two children and said in a deep voice, “You like them, but have you ever asked if 



they like you? It‘s impolite for you to come to someone else‘s house without 
permission.” Estie pursed her lips and looked at the two little brothers beside her 
carefully. 

She already knew that her suddenly running over to their house in the morning would 
disturb them. 

She really liked them, though. Besides, Daddy would not allow her to play with them… 
Moreover, they had all exchanged gifts. The brothers had also invited her to play Lego 
with 
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Chapter 57 She Doesn‘t Need Your Gratitude Hearing him mention their mommy, the 
two boys were instantly on their guards. 

“Why are you looking for my mommy?!” Lucian stared at the man not far away alertly 
like a little dog that would attack anytime. 

Obviously, he had no attacking power, but he still had to put on a fierce appearance. 

Byron was deeply aware of the little guy‘s hostility, and when he saw his alert 
appearance, he found it strange but also funny. He did not take it seriously. He just said, 
“You‘ve taken care of Estie these two times. I need to offer my gratitude in person.” 

Hearing this, Lucian breathed a sigh of relief internally, but his small face was still taut. 
“No need. My mommy went to make a call, and she doesn‘t need your thanks.” 

With that, he dragged Nox back to the carpet. He bowed his head and said to Estie, 
“Since your daddy has come to pick you up, you can go back with him. Mommy has to 
go out to work in a while and won‘t have the time to accompany you.” 

Estie was still immersed in the joy of the brothers speaking up for her. When she heard 
this, she slowly came to her senses. Although she was reluctant, she nodded sensibly 
when she heard that the beautiful lady still had to work. From the moment the man 
brought his mommy up, Lucian became very vigilant toward him. He did not want this 
man to see his mommy at all. Seeing that the little girl had agreed to leave with the 
man, Lucian hurriedly pulled Nox before they crouched down and began to tidy up the 
Lego blocks. Byron noted that Estie had agreed to go back with him and stopped 
pressing them, letting them clean up. After watching them for a bit, he found it a little 
strange. When the three little ones huddled together, they looked somewhat similar in 
height. 



On second thought, they were also in the same class in kindergarten. 

In other words, their ages were not very different. 

However, calculating the time, even if the woman had remarried immediately after 
giving birth to Estie that year and then became pregnant and gave birth to these twins, 
there should still be some gap between Estie and them. Could it be that… boys grew 
faster? However, Rosalie had put them in the same class as Estie. Was this also a 
coincidence? 

Byron‘s heart was full of doubts. 

He could not come up with an answer for a long time. Slowly retracting his gaze from 
the three, he looked at the immediate environment with a bored look. 

Although it was only a temporary rental place, Rosalie had still decorated the villa 
somewhat 
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Chapter 58 You Can‘t Be Friends With Them 

Rosalie had just wanted to call the research institute to let them know that she would be 
coming by later. 

The person who happened to answer the phone, however, was Yves. He began telling 
her about a project that was scheduled for the next two days. There was a group of data 
in it that he did not understand. 

Hence, Rosalie discussed it with him. Unexpectedly, she forgot the time the moment 
they started discussing work. 

When she thought about hanging up the call, it was also because she had vaguely 
heard Byron‘s voice downstairs. In the end, Rosalie hurriedly concluded their discussion 
before hanging up the call immediately and trotting downstairs. She had almost 
forgotten that Byron would be the one coming by in a bit. 

Those two little ones were still down there with Estie. 

If Byron were to see them… 

At the thought of what might happen, Rosalie panicked. 



When she came down to try to stop them from meeting, however, it was obviously too 
late. 

The moment Rosalie came to the corner of the stairs, she saw the man standing by the 
carpet. The three children were head to head picking up Lego blocks on the carpet in 
front of him, and they were almost done. Seemingly having heard her coming 
downstairs, the man turned and looked over, his expression indifferent. 

Their eyes met. Rosalie could not help her expression from freezing. Clenching her 
palms, she forced herself to calm down before saying hello to the man as if nothing had 
happened.” You‘re here.” 

Byron nodded coldly, but his eyes were still on her. The emotions in his gaze were dark 
and obscure. 

When Rosalie thought of her two boys who had been exposed to Byron, she could not 
help but feel guilty. “So… do you want to take Estie back now, or…” 

She was afraid that Byron might want to sit down and talk to her now that he found out 
about the two children. 

Byron thought she was indirectly kicking him out, and his expression went slightly cold.” 
We‘ll be leaving now, don‘t worry. We won‘t remain in your house for too long.” With 
that, he turned to look at Estie who was still slowly packing up the Lego blocks. “Are you 
done with cleaning? It‘s time to go back.” 
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Chapter 59 Don‘t You Know How To Talk Properly? Byron had no experience coaxing 
children. Whenever Estie was angry with him in the past, it was Mrs. Zora whom he had 
asked to coax her. 

Seeing his daughter crying in front of Rosalie now, a trace of panic flashed through 
Byron‘s heart. In the end, with a calm expression, he dully ordered, “Don‘t cry.” 

He had thought that this sentence was void of emotion. 

In Estie‘s ear, however, it sounded fierce. 

The moment he said that, Estie sobbed harder. Her tears practically rolled down in a 
stream. Her head was lowered as she choked on her sobs. She was practically out of 
breath. 



Byron‘s brows were locked, and he did not know how to react for a moment. 

Seeing the little girl crying like this yet how cold Byron‘s response was as a father, 
Rosalie could not just stand and watch anymore. 

“Is this how you treat your child? She‘s crying like this yet you spoke to her with that 
tone? Don’t you know how to talk to her properly?” When Byron was suddenly lectured 
by her, he could not help but be stunned. 

Rosalie strode over to the Estie. She crouched down and held the little girl in her arms. 
She spoke with a gentle voice, “Good girl, Estie. Don‘t cry. If you like, you can come 
look for me any time you want to play with the brothers. I‘ll give you my contact 
information. Just call me when you come. Don‘t cry. If you keep crying like this, your 
eyes are going to hurt and you won‘t be pretty at all.” 

Beside them, Lucian and Nox grabbed tissues and were waiting beside them. 

Rosalie grabbed the tissues to help the little girl wipe her tears as she coaxed her. 

Estie, who was being coaxed by Rosalie to stop crying, sobbed and burrowed herself 
into her arms. 

Rosalie hugged the little girl dearly and patted her gently on the back. Lucian and Nox 
saw the little girl crying like this and were also a little angry. Their big eyes fixed 
themselves upon the man not far away, and they were full of anger. “Why won‘t you let 
her be friends with us?” Lucian could not help asking. “We didn‘t even do anything to 
her. Mommy has taken good care of her the two times she went missing. My brother 
and I also took her to go play. She also had a good time with us and sticks to us a lot. 
We‘re not bad people. Why can‘t we be friends?” Byron did not expect this little one to 
also dare lecture him. His expression sank. He did not know how to respond. 

He did not want Estie to be friends with them because of another concern completely, 
but the little one had defended themselves so loudly… 

“She has no friends in kindergarten. Only my brother and I don‘t dislike her and allow 
her to 
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Chapter 60 That Man, Absolutely Deplorable Byron looked at the two indignant children 
in front of him with a slight frown. 



These two were obviously accusing him. 

For some reason, however, seeing them like this made him feel somewhat 
uncomfortable. He was even feeling inexplicable guilt. 

Rosalie held Estie in her arms. When she heard the two little guys say such words, she 
felt stunned at first, and then her heart began to ache. 

Fortunately, they did not know that it was their biological father in front of them. 

If they knew, it was likely that they would be even sadder… 

Byron was silent for a long time before looking away from the two boys apologetically. 
“I’m sorry, I‘m not treating you as bad guys. I just thought… that it would be better not to 
deal with an ex-husband again now that you all have your own lives. If your father 
knows about this, he‘ll feel uncomfortable.” 

Hearing this, Rosalie and the boys were stunned. 

The boys looked at each other with surprise before recalling that their daddy still did not 
know their relationship. 

Nox bluntly denied it. “It doesn‘t matter. We don‘t have a daddy!” 

Rosalie was stunned by all these words that came from them. Hearing what the younger 
of her sons said, she could not help but be startled. She wanted to stop him, but it was 
too late. 

She could only wait restlessly for Byron‘s reaction. 

Suspicion seemed to gradually appear in the man‘s eyes. The boy‘s words coupled with 
the photos he saw just now… No matter how he thought about it, it was weird. 

“Where‘s your father? What do you mean you don‘t have one?” He could not help but 
ask. Nox looked at the puzzled man in front of him and said, “Daddy didn‘t want us 
anymore. He abandoned Mommy and he doesn‘t like us either. We‘ve always been 
dependent on Mommy. We’ve never met him.” Hearing the little boy‘s answer, Byron‘s 
brows suddenly knitted together. Gaze fixed on Rosalie, the emotions in his eyes 
surged. 

All these years, this woman had actually been taking care of these two children alone. 

He really could not imagine how they had been living these past few years. 

Moreover, this woman’s resume abroad was also outstanding. How hard did she suffer 
to have achieved this? The man had actually abandoned the mother and sons like this! 



Deplorable! Rosalie noticed the strong emotions in the man‘s eyes and was guessing 
what he was going to 
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